reductions (e.g. >9 %points), supporting the safety of efforts to reduce primary cesarean utilizing ACOG/SMFM guidelines and enhanced labor support.
This was an IRB-approved quality improvement study. We first administered a resident and attending survey on handoffs. In April 2018 we recorded 12 weekday morning handoffs as a baseline. Structural measures were coded as the frequency and total time of specific types of interruptions. We then implemented a checklist based on survey results. After 4 months we recorded 10 weekday morning handoffs for outcome comparison. Delay in urgent patient care served as a balancing measure. The Mann-Whitney U test was applied for statistical analysis. RESULTS: Baseline recordings from April 2018 revealed that handoffs were interrupted on average 4.25 times lasting an average of 127s. The 22 survey respondents identified the following as distractions affecting handoff: Vocera calls, phone calls into the handoff room, typing on the computer and conversations. Of those respondents, 77% felt this impacted the quality of handoffs (Figure 1 ). Based on these results, a pre-handoff checklist was developed to address noisereduction strategies including silencing Voceras, stopping EHR activities and closing doors. Recordings after checklist implementation in July 2018 showed that handoffs were interrupted on average 1.2 times, lasting 17s. Shown in Figure 2 , between April and July 2018 the average frequency of interruptions per handoff decreased by 75% (4.3 vs. 1.2, P<0.04). The average interruption time per handoff decreased by 87% (127s vs 17s, P<0.04). There was no delay in urgent patient care after implementation of the checklist. CONCLUSION: A standardized checklist significantly reduced interruptions during Labor and Delivery handoffs at our institution without compromising urgent patient care.
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